Abstract. It is shown that any derived scheme over C equipped with a´2-shifted symplectic structure, and having a Hausdorff space of classical points, admits a globally defined Lagrangian distribution as a dg C 8 -manifold. The main tool for proving this theorem is a strictification result for Lagrangian distribution. It is shown that existence of a global Lagrangian distribution allows us to realize the moduli space of sheaves on Calabi-Yau fourfolds as a derived critical locus of a potential of degree´1 on the moduli space of Spinp7q instantons.
Introduction
This paper concerns a special situation that appears when we have a moduli space equipped with a´2-shifted symplectic form over C. Shifted symplectic structures were introduced in [17] , and there it was proved that such structures always appear on moduli spaces of sheaves on Calabi-Yau manifolds. Briefly a shifted symplectic structure is the homotopy algebraic generalization of the usual notion of a symplectic form, where one imposes the two conditions of being de Rham closed and non-degenerate only up to homotopy. We recall some of this theory in Section 2.
Although at least some of our statements are proved in greater generality, and many of them are useful for arbitrary negative shifts, it is the particular example of the moduli space of sheaves on a Calabi-Yau 4-fold, that is the actual object of study. As usual the motivation comes from the moduli spaces of bundles on Calabi-Yau 4-folds, and much of what we do is mimicking the gauge-theoretic constructions in derived algebraic geometry, having the Uhlenbeck-Yau theorem in mind [21] . The idea is due to Dominic Joyce, and was partially implemented in [2] .
Recall that in [10] it was suggested to use a choice of a top holomorphic form on a Calabi-Yau 4-fold as a sort of orientation to define anti-self dual instantons. Briefly this means discarding some of the conditions on the curvature of a connection, so as to obtain a determined elliptic system. In [15] this was shown to be part of a pattern of (special) connections, depending on the metric division algebra chosen. For Calabi-Yau 4-folds all 4 choices are possible, and the suggestion of [10] corresponds to the interaction between complex numbers and octonions. The case of CalabiYau 4-folds is exceptional for being the only class of manifolds with octonion metric structure.
Even more exceptional is the fact that on the set-theoretical level the moduli spaces of special SU p4q-connections (geometry over the complex numbers) and Spinp7q-connections (geometry over the octonions) are isomorphic. In terms of derived geometry, the latter moduli space, coming from a determined elliptic system, admits a virtual fundamental class. On the other hand, set-theoretic equality between the two moduli spaces allows us to view the first moduli space as a derived critical locus of a function of degree´1 on the second moduli space. Proving existence of this graded potential is the goal of this paper. Dominic Joyce had come up with the idea of replicating this remarkable correspondence in the setting of algebraic geometry, rather than gauge theory, and in the process obtaining natural compactifications of the moduli spaces. The Uhlenbeck-Yau theorem allows us to reformulate SU p4q-connections algebraic-geometrically, but there is no such luck for Spinp7q-instantons. The idea of Dominic was to arrive at the Spinp7q-moduli space on the algebraic geometric side by using the same pairing given by the top holomorphic form. This is how the´2-shifted symplectic structure becomes central.
The theory of shifted symplectic structures was developed in [17] , and in [5] a local Darboux theorem was proved. Thus, at least locally, one could define the analogs of anti-self dual instantons by simply choosing a sub-bundle of the degree 1 part of the tangent complex, that is maximally isotropic with respect to the imaginary part of the symplectic form, and negative definite with respect to the real part.
In [2] the question of gluing such local constructions was addressed. The objective was to arrive at the virtual fundamental class of Spinp7q-instantons in the algebraic-geometric setting. This was done by gluing local constructions up to cohomology. Different choices of isotropic/negative definite subbundles and the cohomological freedom of gluing local charts should not alter the resulting virtual fundamental class, i.e. the cobordism class of the quotient derived manifold.
In this paper we have a slightly different point of view. Instead of striving for a virtual fundamental class, we are more interested in the correspondence between the moduli space of perfect sheaves (i.e. SU p4q-connections in gauge-theoretic terms) and the moduli space of the algebraic-geometric version of Spinp7q-instantons on the same Calabi-Yau manifold. In terms of derived algebraic geometry this means a correspondence between the total space and the base space of a Lagrangian fibration. Here an observation by Tony Pantev, made in [16] , becomes important.
He observed that, given a Lagrangian distribution on a derived scheme or a derived stack equipped with a shifted symplectic structure, one can divide by this distribution obtaining another scheme/stack together with a globally defined graded potential. The critical locus of this potential is the original scheme/stack. If the distribution happens to be the tangent distribution to a morphism, and, moreover, the domain and codomain of this morphism have isomorphic reduced schemes, then the codomain will be the quotient of the domain by the distribution.
On the gauge-theoretic side equality of the reduced schemes is precisely the equality of the sets of SU p4q-connections and Spinp7q-connections. The same remains true also for the larger moduli spaces on the side of derived algebraic geometry. Finally the local constructions in [2] exhibit the Lagrangian distributions as tangent distributions. Therefore the objective of the current paper is to show that such Lagrangian distributions exist globally on the moduli stack of perfect complexes on any Calabi-Yau 4-fold.
Here we need to take into account the stacky nature of our moduli spaces. It is not clear to us how to proceed in the abstract general case of an arbitrary n-stack with a´2-shifted symplectic structure on it. The special case of the moduli spaces of perfect complexes on Calabi-Yau 4-folds has important simplifying properties. More precisely, we can choose our moduli stack to be the quotient of a derived Quot-scheme, which seems not to be equivalent to the definition in [18] .
Locally this quotient map is a principal bundle. Thus one can work on the derived Quot-scheme itself, using the group action to distribute the construction along the orbits. This approach requires proving that the derived Quot-scheme version of the moduli stack can be equipped with a shifted symplectic structure (done in [3] ). On the other hand we also need to develop the notion of equivariant shifted potentials and their derived critical loci. This will be done in a companion paper, and here we limit ourselves to derived schemes with shifted symplectic structures.
Similarly to [2] our approach is by gluing local constructions. However, both the local objects and the gluing method are different. Locally the object of our interest is a Lagrangian distribution, which consists of an integrable distribution and an isotropic structure, that satisfies the homological analog of the maximality condition. In [2] only the distributions were constructed, the isotropic structures were always assumed to be trivial. This difference becomes important when we try to extend a Lagrangian distribution from one local chart to another.
In general a shifted symplectic structure is given on each local chart individually, together with gluing up to homotopy on the intersections. Therefore it might be difficult to find two distributions with trivial isotropic structures on two charts, that agree on the intersection. Allowing non-trivial isotropic structures and, moreover, keeping track of them makes the gluing process relatively easy.
As in [2] the gluing is made possible by using partition of unity. As in the loc. cit. the key to this is the requirement that the distribution is not only isotropic with respect to the imaginary part of the symplectic form, but also negative definite with respect to the real part. This approach works for strict Lagrangian distributions, i.e. distributions where the imaginary part of the symplectic form vanishes on the nose. This requirement of strictness was the main source of technical difficulties in [2] , that eventually led to gluing up to cohomology.
In this paper we do not always require our Lagrangian distributions to be strict, imposing only cohomological conditions instead. This immediately implies that a pull-back of such a distribution from one chart to another still has this property. To perform the gluing argument we need to prove a strictification result, and here the isotropic structure becomes essential. We prove that, using the isotropic structure, every Lagrangian distribution that we consider, can be equivalently rewritten as a strict Lagrangian distribution.
This utilization of isotropic structures and the accompanying strictification result are the main difference between our approach and that of [2] . Together they allow us to prove existence of a genuine globally defined Lagrangian distribution. Another minor difference in our approaches is in using the sheaf of all possible Lagrangian distributions instead of a single atlas. Explicitly, on the topological space of classical points in the moduli space we define the sheaf of Lagrangian distributions relative a given symplectic form, and then translate existence of partition of unity into softness of this sheaf, which, given the local constructions, immediately implies existence of global sections.
Here is the contents of the paper. In Section 1 we recall the infinitesimal calculus in the context of derived geometry and the theory of integrable distributions in terms of graded mixed algebras, as described in [16] . Almost everything in this section is well known, the only exception being the notion of a derived foliation (Def. 6). Roughly a derived foliation is a distribution, s.t. locally it always has a presentation as a Lie sub-algebra of the tangent complex. This requirement implies a non-trivial cohomological condition, that considerably simplifies our constructions in the rest of the paper.
In Section 2 we take care of symplectic forms, isotropic distributions and Lagrangian distributions. We recall the necessary definitions and results from [17] , [16] and describe how each one of the three kinds of structure can be organized into a sheaf on the topological space of classical points. We show that the sets of global sections of these sheaves agree with the usual definitions of globally defined structures.
The main constructions of the paper begin in Section 3. There we introduce the notion of a purely derived foliation, which is a derived foliation that has vanishing cohomology in non-positive degrees. For distribution of this kind we prove the semi-strictification result: there is an equivalent rewriting where the symplectic form vanishes on the nose, but only modulo the ideal of the classical scheme. It is here that the isotropic structure is used extensively. In addition we show that for purely derived foliations, if at least one isotropic structure is Lagrangian, so are all of them, i.e. it is a property of the distribution itself.
Almost everything in sections 1, 2, 3 applies equally well to dg algebras over C and to dg C 8 -rings. Section 4 deals only with dg C 8 -rings. Here we finish proving the strictification result, i.e. that every Lagrangian distribution that we consider can be made strict, and use this to show softness of the sheaf of such distributions on the topological space of classical points.
Notation: By a classical point in a derived scheme we mean a morphism from SpecpCq to this scheme. Similarly for derived manifolds over R. Given a dg ring A ‚ we write perfect dg A ‚ -module to mean a retract of a finitely generated almost free dg A ‚ -module. For such dg module we can choose a finite sequence of finitely generated projective A 0 -submodules, that generate it over A ‚ . Sometimes we will call these A 0 -submodules generating bundles. 
Integrable distributions
In this section we recall the notion of integrable distributions on derived schemes and the process of dividing by such distributions. We follow [16] and use the language of graded mixed algebras. We will be especially interested in the cases when the result of such division is again a derived scheme. We begin by recalling the well known facts concerning cotangent complexes and complexes of Kähler differentials.
1.1.
Well presented dg algebras and C 8 -rings. Much of what we will be doing will involve de Rham complexes corresponding to non-positively graded differential algebras over C. It is well known of course that, given such an algebra A ‚ " pA˚, δq, one should derive the functor of Kähler differentials to obtain the cotangent complex L A ‚ .
For practical reasons one would like to know when can one use the naïve Kähler differentials and still obtain the correct derived version. The following statement, which the authors have learned from Chris Brav, provides a useful class of dg algebras having this property. Proposition 1. Let A ‚ " pA˚, δq be a differential non-positively graded Calgebra, s.t. A 0 is of finite type and smooth over C and A˚is freely generated as an A 0 -algebra by a sequence tP k u kă0 of finitely generated projective A 0 -modules, where @k ă 0 P k Ď A k . Then the dg A ‚ -module ΩpA ‚ q of Kähler differentials has the homotopy type of L A ‚ .
Proof. Let r
A ‚ ։ A ‚ be an almost free resolution of A ‚ , i.e. r A˚is a free graded C-algebra with finitely many generators in each degree. We have a morphism of exact sequences of dg A 0 -modules:
A ‚ . Since A 0 is smooth over C, I 0 {pI 0 q 2 is a projective A 0 -module, and there is a section σ of I 1 {I 0 I 1 δ ։ I 0 {pI 0 q 2 . On the other hand, applying the Kähler differential, we have
We compose these maps with σ and obtain inclusions of the suspension of
A ‚ into the middle and right non-trivial terms of the first row of
(1). Now we have I 0 {pI 0 q 2 b
A ‚ (or its suspension) sitting inside all three non-trivial terms of the first row of (1) . Dividing by the corresponding dg submodules, we still get an exact sequence (by construction), and the homotopy type of the middle term does not change (there we divide by an acyclic submodule). Since A˚is freely generated over A 0 by projective modules, we notice that after this division the right term of the first row in (1) becomes quasi-isomorphic to the right term of the second row. For the left term this is true by construction. Thus we conclude that the second from the left vertical arrow in (1) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proposition 1 justifies the following Definition, which is a slight generalization of the notion of a standard dg algebra in [5] . Definition 1. We will say that a differential non-positively graded Calgebra A ‚ is well presented, if it satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1 with the sequence tP k u kă0 being finite. Remark 1. The property of being well presented is not invariant with respect to weak equivalences of dg algebras. This notion is introduced to single out useful representatives of a given weak equivalence class. In particular, if A ‚ is well presented, ΩpA ‚ q is a perfect dg A ‚ -module, with the underlying graded module freely generated by ΩpA 0 q and tP k u kă0 .
On the other hand, the requirement that the sequence tP k u kă0 is finite implies that A ‚ is homotopically of finite presentation (e.g. [19] §4.3). This property is invariant with respect to weak equivalences. From now on we will always assume that our dg algebras are well presented.
There is another property of dg C-algebras that is not invariant with respect to weak equivalences, but is very helpful nonetheless. The authors have learned to appreciate its usefulness from Dominic Joyce. Definition 2. Let A ‚ " pA˚, δq be a differential non-positively graded Calgebra, and let p : A ‚ Ñ C be a classical point. We will say that A ‚ is minimal at p, if δ " 0 on ΩpA ‚ q| p , i.e. modulo the kernel of p.
The following statement is known and obvious. Proposition 2. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg C-algebra, and let p : A ‚ Ñ C. There are f P A 0 and a surjective weak equivalence π : A ‚ rf´1s Ñ A ‚ 1 of well presented dg C-algebras, s.t. p factors through π, and A ‚ 1 is minimal at p.
In addition to differential non-positively graded C-algebras we will need to work with differential non-positively graded C 8 -rings (e.g. [8] ). By definition these are non-positively graded differential R-algebras, that have, in addition, a C 8 -structure on the degree 0-component, extending the commutative R-algebra structure.
Notice that given two dg C 8 -rings, that are Hausdorff with respect to the natural Fréchet topology, the set of dg C 8 -morphisms between them equals the set of all morphisms between the underlying dg commutative algebras (e.g. [4] ). Correspondingly almost everything we do in this section extends verbatim to such dg C 8 -rings, e.g. a dg C 8 -ring A ‚ is well presented, if A 0 is the ring of C 8 -functions on a smooth manifold, and the underlying graded A 0 -algebra of A ‚ is freely generated by finitely many finitely generated projective A 0 -modules. To distinguish dg commutative algebras from dg C 8 -rings, we will write the latter in italics.
One difference between commutative algebras and C 8 -rings, that we would like to mention, is the construction of Kähler differentials. Of course it is wrong to apply the usual definition to the case of C 8 -rings. One has to take closures of the ideals and sub-modules with respect to Fréchet topology. This is what we will always do, without mentioning it again.
1.2. Graded mixed algebras and integrable distributions. Let A ‚ be a differential non-positively graded C-algebra. The discussion in this section applies equally well to dg C 8 -rings, in which case one should replace C with R throughout. Since construction of Kähler differentials is functorial, we have a differential non-positively graded A ‚ -module ΩpA ‚ q. Taking (graded) anti-symmetric powers of ΩpA ‚ q and equipping it with the de Rham differential we obtain Ω ‚ pA ‚ q, which is a graded mixed complex. Recall (e.g.
[17] §1.1) that a graded mixed complex over C is a triple pΛ ‚,‚ , δ, ǫq, where Λ ‚,‚ is a Z ě0ˆZ -graded C-space, and δ, ǫ are C-linear differentials
Following loc. cit. we say that a component Λ n,m has degree m and weight n. The de Rham complex
provides an example. Here Sym n A ‚ p´q stands for the n-th symmetric tensor power over A ‚ , and p´qr1s is the suspension functor, i.e. it lowers the cohomological degree by 1.
1 Degrees of elements of Ω ‚ pA ‚ q are just their cohomological degrees, while the weight of an n-form is n. The cohomological differential δ is obvious, and ǫ is the de Rham differential.
It is important to notice that de Rham complexes have the structure of graded mixed algebras over C ( [20] , [16] ), i.e. the usual wedge product of differential forms makes Ω ‚ pA ‚ q into an associative, graded commutative Calgebra with respect to both the degree and weight gradings, and the two differentials satisfy the (graded) Leibniz condition.
2 This is not just any dg mixed algebra: as a dg A ‚ -algebra it is freely generated over A ‚ by its weight 1 component. This fact is important for defining integrable distributions. Definition 3. (E.g. [16] ) An integrable distribution on SpecpA ‚ q is given by a pair pΛ ‚,‚ , αq, where Λ ‚,‚ is a graded mixed algebra over C, and
is a morphism of graded mixed algebras, s.t.
(1) α :
A morphism between integrable distributions is a morphism of graded mixed algebras under Ω ‚ pA ‚ q.
Remark 2. Our definition of integrable distributions has redundant parts and at the same time is not the most general one. The redundant part is α since the de Rham complex construction is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor from graded mixed algebras to dg algebras (e.g. [20] Prop. 2.3). Hence having specified Λ ‚,‚ with Λ 0,‚ " A ‚ we can reconstruct α. However, we will need α to pull back integrable distributions over morphisms of dg algebras, so it is useful to fix α as part of the structure. Our definition is not the most general one, because we could relax it by demanding that Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ is only weakly equivalent as a morphism of graded mixed algebras under Ω ‚ pA ‚ q to a morphism that we have described. However, for practical purposes one always chooses such representatives, and it makes sense to put this in the definition.
Remark 3.
On the A ‚ -linear dual of α : ΩpA ‚ q Ñ Λ 1,‚ r´1s, that we will denote by α : L Ñ T A ‚ , we have the structure of a dg Lie-Rinehart algebra over A ‚ . Recall that a Lie-Rinehart algebra over A ‚ is given by a perfect dg A ‚ -module L, an A ‚ -linear map α : L Ñ T A ‚ called the anchor, and a C-linear Lie bracket on L making α a morphism of dg Lie algebras. 1 We will use ΩpA ‚ q to denote the actual complex of Kähler differentials, and Ω 1 pA ‚ q for the shifted version.
2 The wedge product of differential forms is of course A ‚ -linear, not only C-linear. This is due to the fact that A ‚ is the weight 0 component of
The category of dg Lie-Rinehart algebras over A ‚ is (anti-)equivalent to the category of integrable distributions according to Def. 3 (e.g. [22] ). Here is an explicit description of this correspondence. Since inverting a function f P A 0 is equivalent to adjoining a free variable x and then dividing by the ideal generated by xf´1, we immediately see that to define Lie-Rinehart algebras over A ‚ it is enough to do so over a cover tA ‚ rf´1 i su, and similarly for integrable distributions. Thus we can assume that Λ 1,‚ is generated as an A˚-module by a finite sequence of trivializable A 0 -modules of finite rank.
Omitting ǫ we have that Λ ‚,‚ is free as a commutative algebra over A ‚ . Therefore every derivation of Λ ‚,‚ is a Λ ‚,‚ -linear combination of derivations of A ‚ and elements of pΛ 1,‚ q _ :" Hom A ‚ pΛ 1,‚ , A ‚ q. So we can write
Interpreting ǫ 0 as α : L " pΛ 1,‚ q _ r1s Ñ T A ‚ we obtain the anchor map. Viewing ǫ 0 as defined on all of Λ ‚,‚ , not just on Λ 0,‚ , is possible by choosing a flat connection ∇ on the generating
Direct computation shows that this indeed gives us a Lie algebroid (e.g. [22] ). Choosing another flat connection adds an A ‚ -linear term to the right hand side of (2) , that is then absorbed into ǫ 1 1 , i.e. this construction does not depend on the choice of a connection. Conversely, if we start with a Lie-Rinehart algebra, a choice of a flat connection on L gives us another bracket on L, and the difference between the two brackets produces ǫ 1 1 as in (2) . The anchor gives ǫ 0 .
Since differential graded algebras correspond to (parts of) formal neighborhoods of the classical loci, it is very easy to construct integrable distributions in the derived setting, where integrability holds for degree reasons. The following example will be used repeatedly in this work. Example 1. For any well presented A ‚ with tP k u kă0 being the generating bundles in negative degrees, the tangent complex
is a perfect complex, with the underlying graded module being freely generated over A˚by T A 0 and
If we choose m ą 0, and a sub-bundle E ḿ Ď E m , the dg submodule
to the Lie bracket (for degree reasons). Let P´ḿ Ď P´m be the orthogonal complement of E ḿ , and let Ω ‚ pA ‚ q´Ď Ω ‚ pA ‚ q be the graded mixed ideal generated by`P´ḿ ' p À kăm P´kq˘r1s. The same degree reasons that caused pT A ‚ q´Ď T A ‚ to be closed with respect to the Lie bracket, imply that Ω ‚ pA ‚ q´is just the usual dg ideal generated by`P´ḿ ' p À kăm P´kq˘r1s.
Defining
e obviously have an integrable distribution in the sense of Definition 3.
Quotients of derived schemes and stacks by integrable distributions are formulated in the category of formal derived stacks (e.g. [16] ). We will not review the theory of formal derived stacks here (e.g. [6] ), but we will recall the definition of the quotient.
Definition 4.
(E.g. [16] ) Let S be a derived scheme and let Λ ‚,‚ be an integrable distribution on S. A quotient of S by Λ ‚,‚ is a morphism of formal derived stacks S Ñ S{Λ ‚,‚ that solves the following universal problem: given any morphism of formal derived stacks φ : S Ñ S 1 and any morphism of integrable distributions Ω ‚ pS{S 1 q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ there is a unique S{Λ ‚,‚ Ñ S 1 that factorizes φ.
Example 2. Consider Λ ‚,‚ " Ω ‚ pSq. In this case the universal property forces S{Λ ‚,‚ to have trivial cotangent complex everywhere, i.e. the value of S{Λ ‚,‚ on SpecpA ‚ q is the value of S on SpecppA ‚ q red q. This S{Λ ‚,‚ has a name: the de Rham space of S (e.g. [11] ). We will denote it by pSq dR .
The example of de Rham space of a scheme is a particular case of a relative construction when we consider S over the point. The general relative case is one of our main interests in this paper, as we would like to divide by distributions that are the tangent distributions of some morphism. The following simple statement gives a way to compute the result of such division. Proposition 3. (E.g. [16] ) Let S Ñ S 1 be a morphism of derived schemes, and let Λ ‚,‚ be the relative de Rham complex. Then S{Λ ‚,‚ is a homotopy limit of the following diagram
Proof. The argument is exactly the same as in the case of the absolute de Rham space, but applied in the category of derived schemes over S 1 .
The last proposition has a corollary, that is very important for this paper.
Corollary 1. Let S Ñ S 1 be a morphism of derived schemes, and let Λ ‚,‚ be the relative de Rham complex. Suppose that pSq red
Proof. The assumption that pSq red -pS 1 q red implies that pSq dR -pS 1 q dR , and then obviously S 1 is a homotopy pullback of (3).
In the notation of the previous corollary, suppose we would like to reconstruct S from S 1 . It was explained in [16] , that if there is a shifted symplectic structure on S and Λ ‚,‚ is a Lagrangian distribution, we can reconstruct S from S 1 as a derived critical locus of a shifted potential defined on S 1 .
It is the main purpose of this paper to show that in the case of moduli spaces of sheaves on Calabi-Yau manifolds, we can always choose a Lagrangian distribution, which, after division, allows us to encode the entire moduli space as a shifted potential on a moduli space of Spinp7q-instantons. However, since this requires working with stacks, rather than just derived schemes, we postpone the actual construction of the potential to another paper.
1.3. Pull-backs and derived foliations. Recall ( [20] §2) that the category of mixed complexes admits a model structure with weak equivalences being quasi-isomorphisms with respect to δ and fibrations being surjective maps (in negative degrees). The same model structure (and without the restriction on complexes to be non-positively graded) is obtained by applying the general machinery of algebras over operads (e.g. [13] ), where we view the mixed algebras as commutative algebras together with a unary operation of degree´1. Similar constructions are applicable also in presence of the additional grading by weight. In particular every graded mixed algebra is fibrant, which justifies the following definition.
2 , δq making the following diagram of graded mixed algebras commutative
we have the natural pull-back functor from the category of integrable distributions over A ‚ 1 to the category of integrable distributions over
computed in the category of graded mixed algebras. We will denote the result by φ˚pΛ ‚,‚ 1 q. To convince ourselves that this is still an integrable distribution we need to take a closer look at the actual computation of this homotopy push-out. We could use the usual categorical push-out, if Ω ‚ pA 1 q was cofibrant and either one of
1 was a cofibration. Naturally we would like to have the latter as a cofibration.
It is helpful here to make use of the category of Lie-Rinehart algebras, which is (anti-)equivalent to the category of integrable distributions, but not to the category of all graded mixed algebras under Ω ‚ pA ‚ 1 q. The latter is much bigger. Being the category of algebras over a (colored) operad, also the category of Lie-Rinehart algebras possesses a model structure with weak equivalences being quasi-isomorphisms and fibrations being surjective maps.
Viewing the anchor as a morphism of Lie-Rinehart algebras and factorizing it, we obtain a resolution with a surjective anchor. In terms of integrable distributions a surjective anchor corresponds to a cofibration of graded mixed algebras. Thus taking resolutions, if necessary, we can always assume that
1 is a cofibration. This shows that the homotopy push-out in (4) produces another integrable distribution.
It remains to clarify when Ω ‚ pA 1 q is cofibrant. Since the homotopy pushout is naturally mapped to the usual push-out of (4), we can use the usual push-out as long as Ω ‚ pA 1 q is locally cofibrant on SpecpA ‚ 1 q. The de Rham complex construction is a left Quillen functor from the category of dg algebras to that of graded mixed algebras (e.g. [20] Prop. 2.3). Hence the usual push-out in (4) is also a homotopy push-out, if A ‚ 1 is locally cofibrant, which is always true for well presented dg C 8 -rings.
Having the ability to substitute any integrable distribution with a cofibrant resolution, that is still an integrable distribution, we can compute pullbacks. For example given f P A 0 and a cofibrant Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ we can restrict this distribution to A ‚ rf´1s, i.e. we can pull it back along the inclusion. We will denote the result by Λ ‚,‚ rf´1s and in this way we obtain a pre-sheaf of cofibrant integrable distributions on SpecpA ‚ q. Now we are ready to formalize an important property of Example 1. There the morphism Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ is given as a factorization by a graded mixed ideal of Ω ‚ pA ‚ q. We would like to be able to single out integrable distributions that have such presentation. Moreover, we would like this property to hold locally after pull-back to any dg algebra that is weakly equivalent to A ‚ . This is a rather strong condition. Definition 6. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg algebra. An integrable distribution α : Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ is a derived foliation, if @p : A ‚ Ñ C there is f P A 0 and a weak equivalence φ :
is well presented and minimal at p and φ˚pΛ ‚,‚ q » Λ
1 is a quotient of Ω ‚ pA ‚ 1 q by a graded mixed ideal with generators having weight 1. It is clear from this definition that the property of being a derived foliation is invariant with respect to weak equivalences of integrable distributions and stable under pull-backs of distributions from one dg algebra to another.
Remark 4. By far not every integrable distribution is a derived foliation. In the notation of Def. 6, since A ‚ 1 is minimal at p we have that δ " 0 on Ω ‚ pA ‚ 1 q modulo the maximal ideal of p. Then the same holds for Λ ‚,‚ 1 , and we conclude that
1 q| p is surjective. This is a non-trivial cohomological condition on a distribution.
2 is again surjective, and it is also the homotopy pull-back. Thus, if every minimal dg algebra was cofibrant, any derived foliation could have been represented locally as a quotient by a graded mixed ideal over every choice of a dg algebra, not necessarily minimal. This observation is helpful in the C 8 -case, since every well presented dg C 8 -ring is locally cofibrant.
Having defined integrable distributions on derived affine schemes we would like to describe such distributions on arbitrary derived schemes. For practical purposes it is useful to do this in terms of atlases. Then a distribution would be defined on each chart and coherent gluing data would be provided on intersections.
To keep away from unnecessary generality we assume that our derived schemes are separated, in particular intersections of derived affine charts are themselves derived affine schemes. We will denote by S the topological space of classical points, underlying a derived scheme S. The topology on S will depend on the type of functions we work with: Zariski in the case of dg algebras and analytic in the case of dg C 8 -rings.
Let SpecpA ‚ j q ( jPJ be a derived affine atlas on S. Again for the sake of practicality we assume that the corresponding open cover of S is locally finite. Moreover, we will always assume that any open cover of S has a locally finite refinement. For every ordered subset tj 0 , . . . , j k u Ď J of not necessarily distinct elements we have a derived affine scheme We write Ş to mean the homotopy product over S. Correspondingly we will write the pullback, e.g. of differential forms, from a factor to this product as a restriction. ( only up to coherent homotopy. However, this level of generality will be sufficient for our purposes.
Remark 6. Notice that intersections of derived affine charts are defined up to weak equivalences. This implies that integrable distributions (and later shifted symplectic structures and isotropic structures) are defined on all possible choices of intersections of charts.
Symplectic and Lagrangian structures
Having taken care of cotangent complexes and integrable distributions we turn to the main objects of our study: shifted symplectic structures and Lagrangian distributions. First we recall from [17] the basic notions of homotopically closed and symplectic forms, and then give an explicit description of such structures on atlases. For practical purposes the main outcome is the construction on spaces of classical points of sheaves of symplectic forms and corresponding sheaves of isotropic distributions. Finding global sections of the latter is the main goal of this paper.
2.1. Homotopically closed and symplectic differential forms. Given a well-presented differential non-positively graded C-algebra A ‚ we have the graded mixed complex of differential forms pΩ ‚ pA ‚ q, d dR , δq. Here d dR is the de Rham differential and δ is the cohomological differential. Presence of δ allows us to formulate a homotopical version of the notion of a de Rham closed form.
This was done in [17] by using negative cyclic homology and explicitly in terms of infinite series of forms, that are cocycles for the sum of d dR and δ. We will call such structures homotopically closed differential forms.
Here is a quick summary of this construction. Recall that Ω ‚ pA ‚ q has a double grading by weight and cohomological degree, where d dR , δ have weights 1, 0 and degrees´1, 1 respectively. Consider a parameter t to which we assign weight´1 and degree 2. Then, following [17] §1.1, we define
where each ω j is a k`j-form of degree n´2j, i.e. chosen so that t j ω j has degree k and weight n. It is clear that δ`td dR maps NC n
This construction is called negative cyclic complex of weight k in [17] , and can be applied to any graded mixed complex (without the condition on cohomological degrees to be non-positive). It is important to understand functoriality of this construction, in particular its interaction with quasiisomorphisms with respect to δ.
3) The construction of weighted negative cyclic complexes is a right Quillen functor from the category of graded mixed complexes and quasi-isomorphisms (with respect to δ) to the category of dg complexes and quasi-isomorphisms. In particular this functor preserves quasi-isomorphisms.
2) Let A ‚ be a well presented dg C-algebra, k ě 0, n ď 0. A homotopically closed k-form of degree n on SpecpA ‚ q is an element ω P NC n´2 k`Ω ‚ pA ‚ q˘that is a cocycle with respect to δ`td dR . 5 Two such forms are equivalent, if their difference is a pδ`td dR q-coboundary.
Since ω is a series, it has a free term -ω 0 . This term will play a special role, and we will denote it by ω. Notice that ω is not necessarily de Rham closed, but it has to be a δ-cocycle. In particular, when k " 2, it defines a (shifted) morphism of dg A ‚ -modules T A ‚ Ñ ΩpA ‚ q.
Definition 9. ([17] §1.2)
Let A ‚ be a well presented dg C-algebra, n ď 0. An n-shifted symplectic form on SpecpA ‚ q is a homotopically closed 2-form of degree n ω, s.t. ω defines a quasi-isomorphism T A ‚ » ÝÑ ΩpA ‚ qrns.
As shifted symplectic forms are infinite series, they can be rather complicated to deal with. The following example provides a strict version, that is very useful in practice. As always we assume that A ‚ is well presented. Example 3. We will say that a´2-shifted symplectic form ω is strict, 6 if ω " ω P Ω 2 pA ‚ q, and, moreover, locally on SpecpA 0 q we have . This is done so that a 2-form of degree n would define a morphism of degree n from the tangent to the cotangent complexes. 6 In [5] such symplectic structure is said to be in 'strong Darboux form'.
where x i , y j , z i lie in A ‚ , have cohomological degrees 0,´1,´2 respectively, and ω defines an isomorphism
Having a´2-shifted strict symplectic form ω on SpecpA ‚ q puts some restrictions and structures on A ‚ :
(1) the projective A 0 -modules tP k u that generate A˚over A 0 can be non-trivial only in degrees´1 and´2, (2) ω 2 defines an A 0 -linear isomorphism between ΩpA 0 q and pP´2q _ ": F , (3) ω 2 defines a non-degenerate symmetric A 0 -bilinear form on pP´1q _ ": E.
The following proposition is part of a local strictification result, valid for all negative shifts, that was proved in [5] .
Proposition 5. ([5]
Thm. 5.18) Let S be a derived scheme, and let ω be á 2-shifted symplectic structure on S. Any p : SpecpCq Ñ S factors through anétale φ : SpecpA ‚ q Ñ S with A ‚ being well presented, s.t. φ˚pωq is equivalent to a strict´2-shifted symplectic form on SpecpA ‚ q.
For a symplectic form ω to be defined over all of S, which is not necessarily an affine derived scheme, means that we have a chosen symplectic form on each derived affine chart, and these structures coherently glue on intersections. We would like to give an explicit description of all this in terms of an atlas. In the notation of Section 1.2 we have the following Definition 10. An n-shifted symplectic form on an atlas SpecpA ‚ j q ( jPJ is given by the following data
( , subject to conditions: @j P J ω j is an n-shifted symplectic form on SpecpA ‚ j q and, suppressing the notation for the pull-back of differential forms from
Isotropic and Lagrangian distributions.
Having described a homotopical version of symplectic forms, we turn to a homotopical version of isotropic distributions.
Definition 11. ([16]) Let
A ‚ be a well presented dg C-algebra, and let ω be an n-shifted symplectic structure on SpecpA ‚ q. An isotropic distribution
consists of an integrable distribution α : Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ and an an element λ P NC n´3 2 pΛ ‚,‚ q s.t. αpωq " pδ`tǫqpλq. Two isotropic structures λ 1 , λ 2 on α are equivalent, if λ 1´λ2 is a pδ`tǫq-coboundary.
Example 4. In the setting of Example 3, suppose we choose an integrable distribution as in Example 1, i.e. it is given by a sub-module E 1 Ď E. If we make sure that ω| E 1 " 0, we obtain an isotropic structure given by λ " 0.
As in the case of symplectic structures λ is a series ř jě0 t j λ j , where λ j is a 2`j-form of cohomological degree n´3´j. The first coefficient λ 0 is especially important, and we will denote it by λ. Switching to the dual α : L ÝÑ T A ‚ of α we observe that, wherever α˚pωq " 0, we necessarily have δpλq " 0. This holds, in particular, on the (homotopy) kernel K of α.
I.e. we obtain a morphism of dg A ‚ -modules
To compute a homotopy kernel of the anchor one can choose a surjective representative r L Ñ T A ‚ of L Ñ T A ‚ and then take the usual kernel. Let's do this in an example.
Example 5. Continuing Example 4, we claim that we obtain a Lagrangian distribution, if the rank of E 1 is half the rank of E, i.e. if this is a maximally isotropic sub-bundle in the usual sense. Let's compute the homotopy kernel of the anchor map in this case to check that the two definitions agree.
So suppose that E 1 is maximally isotropic in the usual sense, and let E`be a maximally isotropic complement to E 1 . We obtain a surjective replacement of the anchor map, if we define r L to be the dg A ‚ -module generated by
in degrees 0, 1 and 2 respectively. The differentials on the added summands are the identities plus the differential on T A ‚ . Then it is easy to compute that the kernel of r L Ñ T A ‚ is generated over A ‚ by the complex T A 0 Ñ E{E 1 sitting in degrees 1 and 2. On the other hand, the pullback of ω to r L is not 0 anymore. There is an obvious choice for a Lagrangian structure λ in this case: use ω to pair the copy of T A 0 in degree 1 with F , and E 1 with the copy of E`in degree 2.
Notice that the obvious inclusion L ãÑ r L is a weak equivalence of dg A ‚ -modules, and, moreover, it pulls back λ on r L to 0 on L. So pL, 0q Ñ p r L, λq is an equivalence between isotropic distributions. It follows, in particular, that pL, 0q is a Lagrangian distribution according to Def. 12.
We finish this section with a description of an isotropic distribution on a derived scheme, written in terms of a derived affine atlas. Recall that having a derived atlas as described in Section 1.2 we have the notions of integrable distributions (Def. 7) and shifted symplectic forms (Def. 10) on this atlas. Definition 13. Let S be a derived scheme equipped with a derived affine atlas SpecpA ‚ j q ( jPJ . Suppose we are given an n-shifted symplectic form and an integrable distribution on this atlas:
s.t. @j P J pδ`tǫqpλ j q " α j pω j q i.e. pα j , λ j q is an isotropic distribution on pSpecpA ‚ j q, ω j q, and @k ě 1 pδ`tǫqpλ j 0 ,...,j k q " ÿ 0ďsďk p´1q s γ js pλ j 0 ,..., p js,...,j k q`p´1q k`1 α j 0 ,...,j k pω j 0 ,...,j k q.
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Such distribution will be called Lagrangian, if @j P J the isotropic distribution pα j , λ j q on pSpecpA ‚ j q, ω j q is Lagrangian. 2.3. Sheaves of symplectic and isotropic structures. Just as different atlases can define the same derived scheme, so are the notions of integrable distributions, or shifted symplectic forms, or isotropic structures on an atlas contain too much information, that needs to be discarded by an appropriately defined equivalence relation. To begin defining this relation we notice that it is easy to pull back all three kinds of structure.
Explicitly we can view an indexing set J as vertices of a simplex ∆pJq, and then having a surjective map π : J Ñ K we have a morphism of simplices π : ∆pJq Ñ ∆pKq. Suppose that we have a natural transformation @σ P ∆pJq π σ : SpecpA ‚ σ q ÝÑ SpecpB ‚ πpσin the category of affine derived schemes over S. Then an integrable distribution, or a symplectic structure, or an isotropic structure on SpecpB ‚ πpσ( pulls back to the same kind of structure on SpecpA ‚ σ q. It is clear that the result and the initial data describe the same object on S.
Here is a simple example. Given an atlas indexed by J, we can always divide each chart into smaller derived affine pieces obtaining a finer atlas indexed by J 1 with the obvious surjection J 1 Ñ J. Pulling back, i.e. restricting distributions, symplectic forms or isotropic structures to the smaller pieces we obtain equivalent structures of the same kind. It is immediate to see that declaring shifted symplectic structures on two atlases equivalent, if there is a common subdivision where the two structures are equal, gives us an equivalence relation. Similarly for isotropic distributions. 7 This particular choice of signs is due to us putting 0 P NC 
Analogously we define equivalence between integrable distributions on atlases and between isotropic structures on atlases.
Proposition 6. The relation defined in Def. 14 is an equivalence relation.
Proof. The only non-obvious property is transitivity. Let ω 1
, ω 3
be n-shifted symplectic forms on atlases
. Suppose that the first is equivalent to the second, and the second is equivalent to the third according to Def. 14 . The indexing set for this sixth atlas will be (6) J :" J 12 \ J 23 .
We need to specify intersections of charts that belong to different parts in the decomposition (6 This gives us an atlas indexed by J. Now we need to define a shifted symplectic structure on this atlas. On intersections of charts indexed by J 12 or J 23 separately we already have it defined. Let tj 0 , . . . , j k u Ď J, s.t. j 0 P J 12 and tj 1 , . . . , j k u Ď J 23 . Consider the simplicial complex t0, 1ut j 1 , . . . , j k u. It is a prism of dimension k and it is naturally decomposed into a union of k-simplices. We think of the top of this prism as being the simplex tπ 23 pj 1 q, . . . , π 23 pj k qu Ď J 23 and the bottom as being tj 1 , . . . , j k u.
The orientations on t0, 1uˆtj 1 u and t1uˆtj 1 , . . . , j k u given by ordering defines a orientation of the prism, and we assign a sign ǫ j 1 0 ,...,j 1 k to each k-simplex tj 1 0 , . . . , j 1 k u Ă t0, 1uˆtj 1 , . . . , j k u according to whether this orientation agrees with the ordering or not. Then, suppressing the notation for pullbacks of differential forms we define
where the sum runs over all k-simplices in the prism. If tj 0 , . . . , j k u Ď J is such that tj 0 , . . . , j k 1 u Ď J 12 with k 1 ě 1 we define ω j 0 ,...,j k :" ω j 0 ,...,j k 1 ,π 23 pj k 1`1q,...,π23pjk q .
It is tedious but straightforward to check that this gives us a shifted symplectic structure on the atlas indexed by J.
To extend distributions from J 12 -and J 23 -atlases to the J-atlas it is not enough just to pull-back, one needs also to push-forward. We have
Suppressing the notation for pullbacks of bundles and forms we define
as the push-out of (7) and (8) under
..,π23pjk q . Once the integrable distributions are extended to the whole J-atlas, an extension of the isotropic structures proceeds analogously to the extension of symplectic forms.
Corollary 2. Let S be a derived scheme and let S be the underlying topological space. For any open subset U Ď S let SpU q, IpU q be the sets of equivalence classes of atlases on U equipped with shifted symplectic forms and isotropic structures respectively. Then S, I are sheaves on S.
Similar statement holds, if we replace S with a derived manifold M whose underlying space M of classical points carries the C 8 -topology.
We would like to compare sets of sections of these sheaves with the sets of symplectic or isotropic structures obtained by the standard techniques of stacks. According to [17] Def. 1.12 the space of n-shifted symplectic forms on S is the simplicial set MappS, Ω n q where Ω n is the stack of closed 2-forms of degree n and the mapping space is computed in the category of derived stacks (relative to theétale topology). In particular for an affine derived scheme SpecpA ‚ q we get Def. 9.
Proposition 7. Let S be a derived scheme, and let S n be the sheaf of equivalence classes of n-shifted symplectic forms on S (Def. 14). Then we have a natural bijection
Proof. Let tSpecpA ‚ j qu jPJ be a derived affine atlas on S. In particular this means that
SpecpA ‚ js q˙, and correspondingly
Def. 10 gives an explicit representation of a 0-simplex in this homotopy limit of simplicial sets. Pulling back 0-simplices in (10) over inclusion of atlases and sub-division of atlases clearly produces 0-simplices in the same connected component. Hence we get the map in (9) . Since every shifted symplectic form on S can be realized (up to homotopy) on any given atlas, it is clear that (9) is surjective. Two simplices in the same connected component of (10) are connected by a system of 1-simplices, that are connected by 2-simplices and so forth, with k-simplices being defined on k-fold intersections. Altogether this is nothing else but the structure of a shifted symplectic form on the disjoint union of tSpecpA ‚ j qu jPJ with itself. So (9) is injective as well.
Strictification of Lagrangian distributions
In this section we look at various levels of strictification of the notions considered above. Prop. 5 is an example of strictification of symplectic forms. Our objective in this section is to prove a similar statement regarding Lagrangian distributions. The strict version of such distributions is given by a sub-complex of the tangent complex, having half the rank, s.t. the symplectic form vanishes on the sub-complex. We will need to consider a somewhat relaxed variant, that we will call semi-strict, where we require vanishing of the symplectic form only over the classical points. We start by introducing conditions that will allow us to prove the strictification result.
A general integrable distribution on SpecpA ‚ q is defined as a morphism Ω ‚ pA ‚ q ÝÑ Λ ‚,‚ . There are some conditions that this morphism should satisfy, but none require it to be surjective or put any vanishing restrictions on cohomology. We would like to introduce conditions of this kind.
Definition 15. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg algebra, an integrable distribution
will be called strict, if α is surjective. A distribution would be called purely derived, if H ě0 pΛ 1,‚ q " 0. An integrable distribution that is purely derived and simultaneously a derived foliation will be called purely derived foliation.
Remark 7.
Since we have required that, forgetting ǫ, an integrable distribution Λ ‚,‚ is a free dg A ‚ -algebra generated by Λ 1,‚ , it is immediately clear that the kernel of a surjective α : Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ is a graded mixed ideal having generators in Ω 1 pA ‚ q.
In terms of Lie-Rinehart algebras a strict distribution is just a dg submodule of the tangent complex, that is closed with respect to the Lie bracket. In Def. 6 we have singled out those distributions -derived foliations -that locally always have a strict presentation. Now we would like to see what simplification we get from the purely derived condition. Since we would like to incorporate isotropic structures we need first to define what we mean by an equivalence between isotropic distributions. Definition 16. We will say that two isotropic distributions
2 according to Def. 5, s.t. µ 2 pλ 3 q " λ 2 , µ 1 pλ 3 q " λ 1 according to Def. 11. Proposition 8. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg algebra and let ω be a homotopically closed 2-form on SpecpA ‚ q. Let α : pL, λq ÝÑ pT A ‚ , ωq be a purely derived strict distribution with an isotropic structure, s.t.
Then there is an equivalent strict distribution with an isotropic structure
Proof. As the distribution is strict, α : L Ñ T A ‚ is a component-wise inclusion of perfect A ‚ -modules, that are closed with respect to the Lie bracket on the tangent complex. We will construct now another sub-complex of T A ‚ , that is weakly equivalent over T A ‚ to L, closed with respect to the Lie bracket (for degree reasons), and satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) above. We denote by tG k u kě0 a sequence of projective A 0 -modules, s.t. they generate the underlying graded A˚-module of L, with G k sitting in degree k. Since the distribution is purely derived, the dg A ‚ -submodule of L generated by G 0 is acyclic. Let L 1 be a complement of this dg sub-module in L. For degree reasons L 1 is a dg Lie sub-algebra of L, and L 1 ãÑ L is clearly a weak equivalence. Restricting λ we obtain an equivalent isotropic distribution
By construction L 1 has generators in degrees ě 1, and L 1 Ñ T A ‚ is injective, but it is not necessarily true that α 1 is surjective in degrees ě 2. We can choose generating bundles tG
Using (11) and starting from the top degree we can choose a decomposition
acyclic. Let L be the the direct sum of L 1 and the dg submodule generated by tB k u kě1 . Then L is a sub-complex of T A ‚ and it is closed with respect to the Lie bracket for degree reasons. In the obvious factorization
the first arrow is clearly a weak equivalence, and hence we can extend λ to an equivalent isotropic structure λ 1 on L.
Although the distribution constructed in Prop. 8 is similar to the strict Lagrangian distributions considered in Example 4, it is not necessarily true that α 1 pωq " 0, even at the closed points. There is still one level of strictification left. We take care of it in the following proposition. For simplicity we formulate it for a particular kind of affine derived schemes: given a well presented A ‚ , we will say that SpecpA ‚ q can be made flat, if T A ‚ has a graded vector subspace V˚that generates T A ‚ over A ‚ and s.t. the Lie bracket vanishes on V˚. This can always be achieved by localization.
Proposition 9. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg algebra s.t. SpecpA ‚ q can be made flat, and let ω be a homotopically closed 2-form of degree´2 on SpecpA ‚ q, s.t. @p : A ‚ Ñ C ω defines a perfect pairing between T A 0 | p and T 2 A ‚ | p . Let α : pL, λq Ñ pT A ‚ , ωq be an isotropic distribution satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) in Prop. 8. Then there is an equivalent isotropic distribution α 1 : pL 1 , λ 1 q Ñ pT A ‚ , ωq having properties (i)-(ii) above, and s.t.
Proof. By assumption L Ñ T SpecpA ‚ q is an isomorphism in degrees ě 2 and an inclusion in all other degrees, but ω| L might not be 0 on the nose. We proceed then by enlarging L to make the anchor surjective in each degree, and then carefully extracting a sub-complex where ω vanishes. The underlying graded A˚-module of the tangent complex T A ‚ is generated by projective A 0 -modules: T A 0 , E and tF k u in degrees 0, 1 and k ě 2 respectively. Assumptions (i)-(iii) on L imply that the underlying graded A˚-module is generated by projective A 0 -modules in degrees 1 and ě 2, that we will denote by E 1 and tF k u respectively. Because of (ii) we can use tF k u to denote generators both for L and T A ‚ . Using (iii) we can assume that E 1 is a sub-bundle of E, and we choose a complement E 2 of E 1 in E.
The quotient T A ‚ {L clearly has T A 0 and E{E 1 as the generating bundles. Let us denote by C ‚ a surjective homotopy kernel of T A ‚ Ñ T A ‚ {L. Explicitly we can write generating bundles of C ‚ as follows
in degrees 0, 1, 2, 3 and so on. The canonical morphism C ‚ Ñ T A ‚ maps T A 0 r´1s, E{E 1 r´1s to 0. Choosing a graded vector subspace of
F k˘w ith vanishing Lie bracket that generates the entire complex we obtain a generating subspace also for C ‚ , and we can define a Lie-Rinehart structure on C ‚ by using the anchor map to extend the 0 bracket. Clearly L Ñ T A ‚ factors through the quasi-isomorphism L ãÑ C ‚ , i.e. we have an equivalence of integrable distributions.
Having chosen E 2 we can view λ as defined on all of C ‚ , and since the complement of L in C ‚ is contractible, we can extend this λ to an isotropic structure λ 1 on C ‚ . This extension is unique up to a δ`tǫ-coboundary. As usual we denote by λ 1 the free term in λ 1 . Our assumptions on ω imply that λ 1 defines a perfect pairing between T A 0 r´1s and F 2 . On the other hand δpE 2 q has a trivial intersection with the dg sub-module generated by tF k u kě2 . Let pF 2 q K Ď C 1 be the orthogonal complement with respect to λ 1 . Since δpT A 0 r´1sq " 0 we can choose
T A 0 be any complement of K, s.t. δpM q belongs to the dg sub-module generated by tF k u kě2 . By construction λ 1 maps F 2 injectively into the dual of M . Let N be the orthogonal complement of F 2 in M with respect to λ 1 , and let L 1 Ď C ‚ be the dg A ‚ -submodule generated by N and tF k u kě2 .
By construction L 1 is a complement to the dg A ‚ -submodule of C ‚ generated by T A 0 and K. The latter dg sub-module is acyclic, hence L 1 ãÑ C ‚ is an equivalence of integrable distributions. Restricting λ 1 to L 1 we obtain an isotropic structure. By definition deg λ 1 "´3 and hence
If L is a derived foliation, any strict distribution, that is equivalent to L and satisfies conditions (i)-(ii), has to satisfy condition (iii). Otherwise any non-trivial element in the kernel of the anchor would give a non-trivial cohomology class, that is mapped to 0 in the cohomology of T A ‚ .
Definition 17. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg algebra and let ω be a homotopically closed 2-form of degree´2 on SpecpA ‚ q. An isotropic distribution
is semi-strict, if it satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Prop. 8 and
Remark 8. Around any closed point we can choose a minimal representative of the dg algebra. Since on minimal dg algebras symplectic forms define perfect pairings between the corresponding generating bundles of the tangent complex, Propositions 8, 9 imply that locally any purely derived foliation on a derived 1-stack with a´2-shifted symplectic form can be made semi-strict.
Remark 9.
For an isotropic distribution pΛ ‚,‚ , λq to be semi-strict is a property of only α : Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ , it does not depend on the choice of λ.
It would be helpful to have a characterization of Lagrangian distributions that is similar to Remark 9, i.e. only in terms of the distribution itself. It is immediately clear that we need to have a condition involving ranks.
Definition 18. Let A ‚ be a dg algebra, and let L be a perfect dg A ‚ -module. The rank of L at p : A ‚ Ñ C is the Euler characteristic of L| p .
We will usually assume that the rank of L is the same at all closed points, and call it simply the rank of L. It is clear that ranks of Lagrangian distributions are always half of those of the tangent complexes.
Proposition 10. Let ω be a strict´2-shifted symplectic form on SpecpA ‚ q, and let α : pL, λq Ñ pT A ‚ , ωq be a purely derived semi-strict isotropic distribution with rkpLq " 1 2 rkpT A ‚ q. Then pL, λq is a Lagrangian distribution. Proof. Since ω is a strict´2-shifted symplectic form and E 1 ãÑ E is injective, the assumption on the rank of L immediately implies that rk A 0 pE 1 q " 1 2 rk A 0 pEq. Since we assume that ω| E 1 " 0 over closed points it follows that ω defines a perfect pairing between E 1 and any complement E 2 . Using this complement we can enlarge L to an equivalent distribution with a surjective anchor. In degree 2 this distribution is F ' E{E 1 , and λ has to give a perfect pairing between δpE 2 q and E 1 . Similarly for the copy of T A 0 in degree 1 and F . But δpE 2 q and T A 0 coincide with the kernel of the anchor at p. Therefore in a neighbourhood of p λ defines an isomorphism between kernel of the anchor and the annihilator of the complex
Since rank of a distribution is independent of the isotropic structure we might choose, we immediately have the following useful fact. Theorem 1. Let A ‚ be well presented and let ω be a´2-shifted symplectic form on SpecpA ‚ q. Let α : Ω ‚ pA ‚ q Ñ Λ ‚,‚ be a purely derived foliation, s.t. rkpΩ 1 pA ‚" 2rkpΛ 1,‚ q. If αpωq is a δ`tǫ-coboundary, any isotropic structure on Λ ‚,‚ is necessarily Lagrangian.
Proof. The property of being a Lagrangian distribution is invariant with respect to weak equivalences of distributions and dg algebras. Computation of the kernel of the anchor map commutes with localization, and the Lagrangian property involves only the free term of the isotropic structure, in particular it does not involve the de Rham differential. Therefore to check that a given isotropic structure is Lagrangian it is enough to do so locally.
Locally we can switch to a chart where ω is equivalent to a strict symplectic form ω, and since the distribution is a purely derived foliation we can find a semi-strict realization for it on this chart (Rem. 8). Now using Prop. 10 we obtain the claim.
This theorem simplifies construction of Lagrangian distributions. We need just to construct integrable distributions satisfying some cohomological conditions, and s.t. the symplectic form becomes homotopically trivial there. Then any choice of an isotropic structure is automatically Lagrangian. In particular when we pull back our distributions from one chart to another and try to glue different pull-backs, it is enough to glue the integrable distributions.
Global Lagrangian distributions over R
In this section we make the switch from geometry over C to geometry over R. Suppose we have a derived scheme S over C, then, at least locally on the space of classical points S, S is given as a usual smooth scheme S together with a sequence of bundles on S, morphisms between these bundles and their sections. E.g. in the affine case S " SpecpA 0 q, and the bundles are given by the components of A ‚ in negative degrees.
Let M be the subspace of closed points in S. Then M is a complex manifold, and we can consider a larger class of functions:
Correspondingly we view the bundles on S as C 8 -bundles on M, and thus obtain a dg manifold M. If S is equipped with a n-shifted symplectic structure ω, M inherits two structures:
Both are R-valued n-shifted symplectic structures on M, and if ω is strict, so are ω re and ω im . Following the analogy with gauge theory we will treat these R-valued symplectic forms differently, as will be immediately apparent.
Definition 19. Let pS, ωq be a derived scheme with a strict C-valued´2-shifted symplectic structure. Let pM, ω im , ω re q be the underlying dg manifold with R-valued symplectic structures. Let E 1 Ď E be a maximally isotropic sub-bundle with respect to ω im , and let pT A ‚ q´Ď T A ‚ be the dg sub-module generated by E 1 ' T 2 A ‚ . This is a strict Lagrangian distribution with respect to ω im , and it will be called strictly negative, if ω re is negative definite on E 1 .
In order to build Lagrangian distributions, that are globally defined, we need to be able to glue distributions coming from different charts. Having allowed C 8 -functions we can make use of partitions of unity, and negative definiteness with respect to ω re will allow us to do just that. The following proposition (taken from [2] ) provides the basis for this procedure.
Proposition 11. Let E 1 0 , E 1 1 Ď E be two maximally isotropic sub-bundles with respect to ω im , s.t. ω re is negative definite on E 1 0 , E 1 1 . There is a smooth family E 1 t t P r0, 1s of maximally isotropic sub-bundles of E with respect to ω im interpolating between E 1 0 and E 1 1 , s.t. ω re | E 1 t is negative definite.
Proof. The splitting E " E 1 1 ' i E 1 1 gives us a projection π : E 1 1 Ñ E 1 1 , and then a r0, 1s-family of maps
where ι : E 0 1 ãÑ E is the inclusion. Obviously for each t P r0, 1s the image of π t is isotropic with respect to ω im . Moreover, π t is injective for each such t. Indeed, let e be a local section of E 0 1 s.t.
ω re pe, eq " ω re pπpeq, πpeqq`ω re pe´πpeq, e´πpeqq ă 0.
Then, since ω re is negative definite on E 0 1 , for 0 ď t ď 1 we have ω re pπ t peq, π t peqq " ω re pπpeq, πpeqq`t 2 ω re pe´πpeq, e´πpeqq ă 0.
So π t peq ‰ 0 and we have shown, in addition, that ω re is negative definite on the entire family.
The family of strictly negative Lagrangian distributions on M obtained from the image of π t t P r0, 1s will be denoted by pT A ‚ qt . Now we can state the gluing argument (again taken from [2] ). Proposition 12. Let U Ď M " SpecpA 0 q be an open subset, and V Ď U , that is closed in M. Let E 1 1 , E 1 0 be some maximally isotropic sub-bundles of E with respect to ω im , defined on M and U respectively, s.t. ω re is positive definite on E 1 1 and on E 1 0 . There is a sub-bundle E 1 01 defined on all of M, s.t. it is maximally isotropic with respect to ω im , restriction of ω re to it is positive definite, and
Proof. Let f P A 0 be s.t. f " 1 in a neighborhood of V and f " 0 in a neighborhood of MzU . Let W be the closure of the locus where f ‰ 0, 1. Both E 0 1 and E 1 1 are defined over W and we can use the values of f instead of t in the family pT A ‚ {R | W qt that interpolates from E 0 1 to E 1 1 .
In addition to the possibility of gluing, strictly negative Lagrangian distributions on pM, ω im , ω re q have very useful cohomological properties, implying that such distributions are in fact derived foliations.
Proposition 13. Let α : L Ñ T M be a strictly negative Lagrangian distribution. Then α is injective on cohomology at each closed point.
Proof. As L has generators only in degrees 1 and 2, every cocycle in degree 1 is non-trivial. Let e be a section of E that is a coboundary. Then ωpe, eq " 0, in particular ω re pe, eq " 0. Thus e P E 1 ñ e " 0, i.e. α is injective on degree 1 cohomology. Since the image of α on degree 1 cohomology has to be no more than half of all the degree 1 cohomology, counting ranks we conclude that every coboundary in F lies in the image of α.
In order to be able to use the results of previous sections we need to be sure that after interpolating our integrable distributions still have the important property of being derived foliations. This is not difficult to see. Proposition 14. Let E 1 0 , E 1 1 Ď E be two maximally isotropic sub-bundles with respect to ω im , s.t. ω re is negative definite on E 1 0 , E 1 1 . Let E 1 t t P r0, 1s be the family of maximally isotropic sub-bundles of E with respect to ω im interpolating between E 1 0 and E 1 1 as in Prop. 11. If E 1 0 , E 1 1 are derived foliations, the same would be true for the interpolating family.
Proof. Let p : A ‚ Ñ R be a classical point, and let A ‚ 1 be a minimal representative of A ‚ at p. Localizing A ‚ , if necessary, we can assume that we have a surjective quasi-isomorphism A ‚ Ñ A ‚ 1 . For any value of t the subspace E 1 t | p Ď E| p has half the dimension and ω re is negative definite on it. Thus it cannot contain any boundaries and, counting the Euler characteristic, we have dim δpE 1 t | p q " dim δpE 1 1 | p q. We can choose just as many sections of E 1 t around p, that are mapped injectively by δ, and this remains true for neighbouring values of t. Dividing by the dg submodule generated by these sections we clearly obtain a distribution that is a pull-back of a distribution over A ‚ 1 , which is a quotient by a graded mixed ideal.
As with everything also the property of negative definiteness needs to be weakened, so as to become invariant with respect to weak equivalences. Definition 20. Let pS, ωq be a derived scheme with a C-valued´2-shifted symplectic structure. Let pM, ω im , ω re q be the underlying dg manifold with R-valued symplectic structures. An isotropic distribution α : pL, λq ÝÑ pT M , ω im q is negative definite with respect to ω re , if ω re defines a negative definite pairing on H 1 pL| p , δq for each p : A ‚ Ñ R.
Before making the gluing argument in the non-strict case we would like to show that negative definiteness on the cohomology can be made into negative definiteness on the fibers of T A ‚ over closed points, if we switch to an equivalent integrable distribution.
Proposition 15. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg C-algebra and let ω be a strict´2-shifted symplectic form in SpecpA ‚ q. Given a semi-strict Lagrangian distribution pL, λq ÝÑ pT M , ω im q that is negative definite with respect to ω re , there is an equivalent semistrict Lagrangian distribution pL 1 , λ 1 q Ñ pT M , ω im q, s.t. @p : A ‚ Ñ R, ω re is negative definite on E 1 1 | p .
Proof. Let te j u be a basis for E 1 that is orthogonal with respect to ω re . Since ω is non-degenerate at each p : A ‚ Ñ C and ω im " 0 on E 1 | p " 0, it follows that @j ω re pe j ppq, e j ppqq ‰ 0. Every section of E 1 that is a cycle over p has to be a non-trivial cycle, hence if ω re pe j ppq, e j ppqq ą 0, e j cannot be a cycle over p. Let k P N be s.t. j ă k ñ ω re pe j ppq, e j ppqq ă 0, and j ě k ñ ω re pe j ppq, e j ppqq ą 0. Then te j u jăk Y ti e j u jěk define an equivalent integrable distribution L 1 , s.t. ω re is negative definite on E 1 1 over each p.
In Prop. 9 we have seen that every purely derived foliation on SpecpA ‚ q having an isotropic structure relative to a strict´2-shifted symplectic form ω can be equivalently presented as a semi-strict derived foliation, i.e. ω vanishes modulo δpA´1q. Now we show that in the particular case of ω im and the isotropic distribution being in fact Lagrangian, there is an equivalent presentation, s.t. ω im vanishes everywhere.
Proposition 16. Let A ‚ be a well presented dg C-algebra and let ω be a strict´2-shifted symplectic form in SpecpA ‚ q. Given a semi-strict Lagrangian distribution pL, λq ÝÑ pT M , ω im q s.t. ω re is negative definite on L| p for each classical p, there is an equivalent Lagrangian distribution pL 1 , λ 1 q ÝÑ pT M , ω im q that is strict.
Proof. Since L is semi-strict relative to ω im we can choose a basis te j u 1ďjďn of L modulo δpA´1q that is orthonormal with respect to´ω re . Using GramSchmidt process, if needed, we can extend te j , ie j u 1ďjďn to a basis of E over all of M. Let tr e j u 1ďjďn be a basis of L over A 0 . We have @j r e j " e j`ÿ 1ďkďn pδpµ k qe k`δ pν k qie k q, where tµ k , ν k u 1ďkďn Ď A´1. Let φ : E 1 Ñ T 0 A ‚ be defined by @j r e j Þ ÝÑ ÿ 1ďkďn pµ k e k`ν k ie k q.
Then α´δpφq is an equivalent integrable distribution that is strictly Lagrangian with respect to ω im .
If we try to glue strictly negative distributions defined on the same chart, we might encounter situations when two distributions are defined over the same open subset and they are equivalent. The natural question arises whether the process of interpolating between two equivalent Lagrangian distributions take us out of this equivalence class. The following result shows that the answer is no.
Proposition 17. Let E 0 1 , E 1 1 Ď E be two maximally isotropic sub-bundles with respect to ω im , s.t. ω re is negative definite on E 0 1 , E 1 1 , and suppose that the two distributions are equivalent. Then the family obtained by interpolating between these two (Prop. 11) lies within the same equivalence class of integrable distributions.
Proof. Since E 0 1 and E 1 1 are equivalent integrable distributions there is a weak equivalence φ over T A ‚ from the first to a fibrant replacement of the second. As a fibrant replacement of E 1 1 we can take an explicit construction we used in the proof of Prop. 9. Then φ defines a map ψ : F Ñ iE 1 1 -E{E 1 1 . Consider a family of weak equivalences of integrable distributions: φ´tδpψq. This is exactly the family one obtains by interpolating as in Prop. 11.
The last proposition has a very important corollary. Theorem 2. Let pS, ωq be a derived scheme with a strict C-valued´2-shifted symplectic structure. Let pM, ω im , ω re q be the underlying dg manifold with R-valued symplectic structures. The sheaf on M of purely derived foliations that are Lagrangian distributions with respect to ω im and are negative definite with respect to ω re is isomorphic to the sheaf of purely derived foliations that are strict Lagrangian distributions with respect to ω im and are strictly negative with respect to ω re .
Proof. A section of the sheaf of non-strict distributions is given by a compatible system of distributions on an atlas. Since locally every dg C 8 -ring is cofibrant, such an atlas can be equivalently written as a compatible system of local distributions on M itself. Then using a good coordinate system (e.g. [2] ) we can apply Prop. 17 to obtain one distribution on M.
Now we have our main theorem as an immediate corollary.
Theorem 3. Let pS, ωq be a derived scheme with a C-valued´2-shifted symplectic structure. Let pM, ω im , ω re q be the underlying dg manifold with R-valued symplectic structures. Suppose that the manifold M of classical points is Hausdorff and second countable. Then the sheaf on M of purely derived foliations that are Lagrangian distributions with respect to ω im and are negative definite with respect to ω re is soft. In particular the set of global sections is not empty.
Proof. The fact that M is Hausdorff and second countable implies that it is enough to show local softness of the sheaf. Therefore we can assume that ω is strict. But then the sheaf of Lagrangian distributions that we want becomes isomorphic to the sheaf of strict Lagrangian distributions that are strictly negative definite. We know already that this sheaf is soft.
